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ABSTRACT
Background Further investigationof the causal effects of psychologicwellbeingonkidney function iswarranted.

Methods In this Mendelian randomization (MR) study, genetic instruments for positive affect, life satis-
faction, depressive symptoms, and neuroticism were introduced from a previous genome-wide associa-
tion study meta-analysis of European individuals. Summary-level MR was performed using the CKDGen
data of European ancestry (n5567,460), and additional allele score–based MR was performed in the
individual-level data of White British UK Biobank participants (n5321,024).

Results In summary-levelMRwith theCKDGendata, depressive symptomswere a significant causative factor for
kidney function impairment (CKDOR, 1.45; 95% confidence interval, 1.07 to 1.96; eGFR change [%] beta22.18;
95% confidence interval,23.61 to20.72) and pleiotropy-robust sensitivity analysis results supported the causal
estimates. A genetic predisposition for positive affect was significantly associated with better kidney function
(CKDOR, 0.69; 95% confidence interval, 0.52 to 0.91), eGFR change [%] beta 1.50; 95% confidence interval, 0.09
to 2.93) and sensitivity MR analysis results supported the finding for CKD outcome, but was nonsignificant for
eGFR. Life satisfactionandneuroticismexposures showednonsignificant causal estimates. In theUKBiobankwith
covariate-adjusted allele score MR analysis, allele scores for positive affect and life satisfaction were causally
associated with reduced risk of CKD and higher eGFR. In contrast, neuroticism allele score was associated with
increased risk of CKD and lower eGFR, and depressive symptoms allele score was associated with lower eGFR,
but showed nonsignificant association with CKD.

Conclusions Health care providers in the nephrology field should be aware of the causal linkage between
psychologic wellbeing and kidney function.

JASN 32: ccc–ccc, 2021. doi: https://doi.org/10.1681/ASN.2020071086

CKD is one of the major comorbidities related to a
large socioeconomic burden.1,2 The prevalence of
CKD is increasing worldwide, particularly with the
global aging trend. Previous studies have revealed
important interventions to reduce the risk of CKD
development, particularly focusing on controlling
metabolic risk factors. Nevertheless, as the global
burden of CKD increases, identifying additional
causal factors for kidney function impairment is
an important medical issue.

Psychologic wellbeing is related to various
health and social outcomes.3,4 In individuals with

kidney function impairment, poor psychologic
wellbeing has been reported to be prevalent, and
studies have focused on the management of poor
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quality of life.5,6 Furthermore, depression has been reported as
a risk factor for incident CKD or progression of CKD by clin-
ical observations.7,8 In the field of cardiology,major depressive
disorder is now considered a causal factor for coronary artery
disease, as revealed by a recent Mendelian randomization
(MR) analysis.9 However, whether such causal effects of neg-
ative psychologic wellbeing are present for risk of CKD needs
additional investigation. In addition, whether a positive di-
mension of psychologic wellbeing, including positive affect
or life satisfaction, is a causative factor for better kidney func-
tion has rarely been described. The evidence for a causal link-
age between dimensions of psychologic wellbeing and CKD
risk would be essential because it would direct healthcare pro-
viders to pay attention to subjective wellbeing, both positive or
negative, when managing individuals at risk of kidney func-
tion impairment.

The abovementioned MR analysis can reveal the causal ef-
fect of a modifiable exposure on complex diseases, because the
analysis utilizes inborn-determined genetic instruments min-
imally affected by clinical confounders or reverse causation.10

MR has been popularized in recent medical literature and
revealed important causal factors for certain health outcomes,
particularly after the availability of large-scale genetic data-
bases. MR has also been introduced to the nephrology field,
assessing the significance of potential risk factors for
CKD.11–13

In this study, we aimed to identify the causal effects of
dimensions of psychologic wellbeing, including positive af-
fect, life satisfaction, depressive symptoms, and neuroticism,
on kidney function by MR analysis. We also performed obser-
vational analysis of the population-scale United Kingdom
(UK) Biobank cohort to demonstrate a supportive observa-
tional association between psychologic wellbeing and CKD.
We hypothesized that positive wellbeing senses would be caus-
ally linked to better kidney function, whereas negative
wellbeing senses would have causal effect on risk of kidney
function impairment.

METHODS

Ethics Considerations
The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki. The study was approved by the institutional
review boards of Seoul National University Hospital (E-
2006–043–1131) and the UK Biobank consortium (applica-
tion 53799). The genetic instrument implemented in this
study has been previously published, and summary-level
data were utilized. The summary statistics for the CKDGen
genome-wide association study (GWAS) meta-analysis for
kidney function traits are in the public domain (https://
ckdgen.imbi.uni-freiburg.de/). The requirement for informed
consent was waived because the study analyzed anonymous
databases or summary statistics.

Study Setting
The study consisted of three parts: an observational cohort
study with the UK Biobank data, a summary-levelMR analysis
using the previously published genetic instrument and out-
come GWAS summary statistics for kidney function traits us-
ing CKDGen, and an allele score–based MR within the UK
Biobank (Figure 1). The aim of the first observational analysis
was to yield a supportive individual-level observational asso-
ciation between psychologic wellbeing and CKD. The causal
effects of dimensions of psychologic wellbeing and risk of
CKD were investigated in the summary-level MR analysis.
Allele score–basedMR was performed to test the causal effects
in an independent cohort.

UK Biobank and the Observational Study Data
The UK Biobank is a population-scale prospective cohort in-
cluding participants aged 40–69 years. The study recruited
.500,000 participants from 2006 to 2010 from 22 assessment
centers in theUK. The individuals included in the UKBiobank
cohort were healthier than the general population in the UK,
had a low prevalence of CKD, and had some differences in
characteristics, when compared with the general population.
The other details of the UK Biobank project have been pub-
lished previously.14,15

For the observational investigation, among the 502,505 UK
Biobank participants available in this study, we included
468,521 individuals with identifiable baseline eGFR values,
calculated by the CKD Epidemiology Collaboration equation
on the basis of serum creatinine–cystatin C values, measured
by the standardized enzymatic method.

Phenotypic Exposures of the Observational
Investigation
The exposures of the observational analysis were selected to
reflect similar dimensions of psychologic wellbeing as the
available genetic instruments: general happiness (to reflect
positive affect in the genetic instrument), belief their own
life is meaningful (to reflect life satisfaction in the genetic in-
strument), broad depression (to reflect depressive symptoms
in the genetic instrument),16,17 and neuroticism (to reflect
neuroticism in the genetic instrument). Responses to ques-
tions about general happiness (graded using six possible re-
sponses from “extremely happy” to “extremely unhappy”) and

Significance Statement

Poor psychologic wellbeing is prevalent in people with kidney
function impairment. A Mendelian randomization investigation
identified “causal” effects from psychologic wellbeing on kidney
function. The analysis demonstrated that genetic predisposition for
certain positive wellbeing senses causally decreases the risk of
kidney function impairment. In contrast, genetically predicted
negative wellbeing senses were causally linked to a higher risk of
CKD, or a lower eGFR. Therefore, this study suggests health care
providers in the nephrology field should be aware of the causal
linkage between psychologic wellbeing and kidney function.
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belief that one’s own life is meaningful (graded using five
possible responses from “an extreme amount” to “not at
all”) were collected using a touchscreen questionnaire at
the baseline visit. The presence of broad depression was de-
termined by a previous history of medical visits for psychi-
atric symptoms and has been utilized in the literature on
depression in the UK Biobank, because it has been reported
to be the most genetically trackable phenotype in the data-
base. The neuroticism score was on the basis of 12 questions
related to neurotic symptoms (e.g., mood swings, nervous
feelings, tenseness), and the number of “yes” answers con-
sisted of the sum score. The number of individuals reporting
the exposures of the observational investigation were differ-
ent according to the implemented dimensions of psycho-
logic wellbeing in the observational investigation: general
happiness (n5146,887), belief their own life is meaningful
(n5144,186), broad depression (n5468,521), and neuroti-
cism score (n5375,500). Those without exposure informa-
tion were not included in the according analysis with the
exposure. The details of the collected data, including cova-
riates and missing information, are described in the
Supplemental Methods.

CKD Outcome in the UK Biobank Data
Considering the relatively low prevalence of CKD compared
with the general population in the UK Biobank,14,18 we im-
plemented a broad definition to define CKD stage 3–5 in the
UK Biobank data. The broad definition was to avoid possible
underestimation of CKD events because baseline eGFR values
could not capture CKD events that occur after the baseline
visit, although both prevalent and incident events can be as-
sessed as outcomes in an MR analysis.19 The CKD event was
determined by presence of one or more of the following his-
tories: baseline eGFR,60 ml/min per 1.73 m2 by creatinine-,
cystatin C–, or creatinine-cystatin C–based CKD Epidemiol-
ogy Collaboration equation; a prevalent/incident event of
ESKD; or an International Classification of Diseases 10th

revision diagnostic code indicative of CKD stage 3–5, dialysis,
or transplantation.

Statistical Methods for Observational Investigation
The observational association between exposures and CKD
stage 3–5 was investigated by the logistic regression model.
The first model was age and sex adjusted, and the second
multivariable model was additionally adjusted for important
confounders, including hypertension, diabetes, body mass
index, and the number of household members. A more strin-
gently adjusted model was not constructed, as observed psy-
chologic wellbeing senses would be a sum of various medical
and social factors. All analyses were performed by complete-
case methods. All statistical analyses were performed using R
(version 3.6.2, the R Foundation), and two-sided P values
,0.05 were considered significant for the observational inves-
tigations and in the genetic analysis, unless otherwise
specified.

Genetic Instrument for MR Analysis
The genetic instrument was developed from a novel model-
averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis revealing
independent (r2,0.1 in 250 kb window) single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) with genome-wide significance
(P,531028) for standardized phenotypes of positive affect
(191 SNPs), life satisfaction (148 SNPs), depressive symptoms
(239 SNPs), and neuroticism (263 SNPs) from a previous
study.20 The study analyzed genetic information from the So-
cial Science Genetic Association Consortium (SSGAC),21 Un-
derstanding Society,22 UK Biobank, 23andMe,23,24 and
CHARGE25 cohorts of European ancestry, the details of which
are presented in Supplemental Table 1. The model-averaging
genome-wide association meta-analysis was performed with
the published summary statistics, and the joint model aver-
aged effect sizes were calculated, combining the multiple phe-
notypes as z scores setting the variance of each phenotype in
the summary statistics to 1. Polygenic prediction showed that

UK Biobank cohort including individuals
of 40-69 age from 2006 to 2010

(N ~ 500,000)

included Genome-wide-association meta-analysis
for well-being spectrum

(N = 2,370,390)

Summary-level MR
Allele score MR
with individual-level data

Mendelian randomization

CKDGen GWAS meta-analysis for
CKD and eGFR in European ancestry

(N = 567,460)

Individuals of white British ancestry
with baseline eGFR

(N = 321,024)

Observational analysis

Individuals with baseline eGFR
(N = 468,521)

with general happiness data (N=146,887)
with belief of meaningful life data (N=144, 186)
with broad depression data (N=468,521)
with neuroticism score data (N=375,500)

Genetic instrument for
positive affect, life satisfaction,

depression, neuroticism

Figure 1. Study flow diagram. The study consisted of three parts: an observational analysis, a summary-level MR analysis with the
CKDGen GWAS meta-analysis for CKD and eGFR traits, and an allele score–based MR with individual-level data in the UK Biobank.
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the identified SNPs explained certain variance for positive
affect (r251.1%), life satisfaction (r250.9%), depressive
symptoms (r251.6%), and neuroticism (r251.6%) in the
subsamples. The study reported that related genes were dif-
ferentially expressed in the subiculum and GABAergic inter-
neurons. We redirected the effects of the genetic instrument
toward positive wellbeing sense, and the effect sizes for de-
pressive symptoms/neuroticism were negatively correlated
with those for positive affect/life satisfaction.

To construct the genetic instruments for psychologic well-
being sense and perform MR investigation, we considered the
three assumptions of MR analysis required to demonstrate
valid causal effects.10 First, the relevance assumption means
the genetic instrument is strongly associated with the exposure
of interest. The previous GWAS meta-analysis results showed
SNPs were strongly associated with wellbeing exposure, and
we applied a more conservative approach, including SNPs
with a Bonferroni-adjusted significance level (P,0.05/
5,000,000 [131028]) of association, with each wellbeing di-
mension serving as the main genetic instrument. To assess the
second assumption, the independence assumption, we trim-
med the genetic instruments by excluding SNPs that showed a
strong associationwith possible major confounders, including
hypertension, diabetes, obesity, income grade, and number of
household members. For this, the UK Biobank dataset for the
genetic analysis, described below, was utilized because the data
included information on the possible confounders. A GWAS
was performed for the possible confounders with SNPs in-
cluded in the genetic instrument, with adjustment for age,
sex, age3sex, age2, and the first 20 principal components,
and the SNPs with an association with any of the possible
confounders that reached a P value ,131025 were excluded
from the genetic instrument.11 Analytically, additional sensi-
tivity MR analyses were performed to investigate pleiotropy-
robust causal estimates. The third assumption, the exclusion
restriction assumption, means the genetic effect should be
through the exposure of interest. Although this assumption
cannot be formally tested, we performed median-based sen-
sitivityMR analysis, which can relax this assumption in certain
portions of the instruments.26

Furthermore, we again pruned the genetic variants within a
500 kb window to include independent signals (r2,0.1) by the
genome data of the UK Biobank. Steiger filtering was per-
formed to ensure the direction of the genetic effects was due
to the exposure of interest toward the outcome.27 Last, the
SNPs present in both summary statistics for the genetic in-
strument and for the CKDGen results were included, and the
SNPs that were palindromic with intermediate allele frequen-
cies were disregarded.

CKDGen GWAS Meta-analysis for Summary-level MR
Analysis
The CKDGen GWAS meta-analysis is the largest GWAS for
kidney function outcomes to date.28 We implemented the
summary statistics for log-transformed eGFR (calculated

from creatinine values, log ml/min per 1.73 m2) and CKD
(eGFR ,60 ml/min per 1.73 m2) from individuals of Euro-
pean ancestry (n5567,460). The individuals of European an-
cestry in the CKDGen had a median age of 54 years old, and
50% of them were male, with a median eGFR of 91.4 ml/min
per 1.73 m2 and a prevalence of CKD of 9% (Supplemental
Table 2). There was possible partial overlap in the samples in
the CKDGen data with the GWAS that provided the genetic
instrument (e.g., Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study).

Summary-level MR Methods
First, as we stated above, we utilized the SNPs associated with
psychologic wellbeing exposures that reached a Bonferroni-
corrected significance level (P,131028). Next, we filtered
SNPs with stronger associations (P,1310210) with the expo-
sures to decrease the possibility of remaining horizontal plei-
otropy, and repeated the analysis. The main summary-level
MR method was the multiplicative random-effects inverse
variance weighted method.29 As the level of heterogeneity of
the utilized variants was significant, the method yielded the
same results as the random-effects inverse variance weighted
method, which allows balanced pleiotropy. For the sensitivity
MR analysis, MR-Egger regression, which yields pleiotropy-
robust causal estimates, was performed.30 The analysis was
accompanied by the MR-Egger test for directional pleiotropy,
also known as the MR-Egger intercept, and a P value,0.1 was
considered to indicate the possibility of directional pleiotropy,
namely, a nonzero MR-Egger intercept. Nonsignificant evi-
dence for directional pleiotropy or a significant result
(P,0.05) from MR-Egger regression in patients with suspec-
ted pleiotropy was necessary to indicate a significant causal
estimate, along with a significant result from the inverse var-
iance weighted method. Another sensitivity analysis was per-
formed by Mendelian Randomization Pleiotropy ReSidual
Sum and Outlier (MR-PRESSO).31 MR-PRESSO can detect
and correct the effects caused by outliers and was performed
when the MR-PRESSO global test indicated the presence of
significant outliers. In addition, median-based methods were
implemented, which have strength when invalid instruments
are present. The simple median method, providing valid
causal estimates while allowing up to 50% invalid instruments,
and the weighted median method, allowing up to 50% of in-
valid weights contributed by the genetic instruments, were
utilized.26 Cochran’s Q statistics P values were calculated to
assess the presence of heterogeneity among the implemented
genetic instruments. Regarding eGFR outcomes, the log-
transformed eGFR unit was changed to a % change unit.
The summary-level MR analysis was performed by the Two-
SampleMR package in R (version 3.6.2, the R foundation,32),
and statistical codes to call the causal estimates by the package
are provided in the Supplemental Methods.

Sensitivity Analysis for Summary-level MR
It has been reported that the presence of overlapping sam-
ples between the data for genetic instrument generation and
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outcome assessment may cause bias toward observational as-
sociations. Thus, we performed an additional sensitivity anal-
ysis, which had been previously suggested,33 by reconstructing
the genetic instrument including SNPs with different associ-
ation strengths with the exposure trait of interest. Thismethod
has been suggested to inspect whether the effects from over-
lapping samples may alter the main findings by testing the
effects of changing the instrumental power of genetic instru-
ments. We filtered SNPs within a range of thresholds
(P,53102 8 to ,13102 10), repetitively performed
summary-level MR analysis by the inverse variance weighted
method, and performed the MR-Egger test to detect direc-
tional pleiotropy.

UK Biobank Participants for Allele Score–based MR
For allele score–based MR,34 337,138 participants of White
British ancestry passed the quality control filter. Those who
were outliers in terms of heterozygosity or had a missing rate,
those with sex chromosome aneuploidy and those with excess
kinship ($10 third-degree relatives) were excluded on the
basis of the information determined by the UK Biobank con-
sortium, and the samples included in the genetic principal
component calculation were from unrelated individuals.35

In addition, those with missing creatinine or cystatin C values
were excluded, because the information was necessary to
determine the study outcome, and the remaining 321,024 par-
ticipants were finally included in the investigation.

Statistical Methods for Allele Score–based MR
The UK Biobank data were the largest single cohort used to
validate the findings of summary-level MR with individual-
level data. Yet, a possible bias from clinical confounders was
present, as the UK Biobank sample overlapped with the sam-
ples included in the study for genetic instrument develop-
ment.33 However, assessment of causal estimates in different
individual-level data has been performed in previous MR
studies for validation purposes, and the analysis had strength
as additional consideration of individual-level covariates was
possible.19,36,37

We calculated allele scores for the exposures by multiplying
the gene dosagematrix with the effect sizes of the main genetic
instrument for positive affect, life satisfaction, depressive
symptoms, and neuroticism, respectively, using PLINK 2.0
(version alpha 2.3).38 As allele scores were calculated from
summing the effect size betas, one increase in the allele score
reflected one z score increase in the previous model-averaging
genome-wide association meta-analysis results setting pheno-
type variance to 1 as the summary-level MR.37 The association
between genetically predicted psychologic wellbeing sense and
log-transformed creatinine–cystatin C eGFR or CKD was
tested by linear or logistic regression with adjustment for
age, sex, genotype measurement batch, and the first 10 prin-
cipal components. We additionally performed an analysis by
adding phenotypical hypertension, diabetes mellitus, body
mass index, number of household members, and income

grades in the regression model.37 The effect sizes for the
eGFR outcome were transformed into % change units as the
summary-level MR analysis.

Summary-level MR for Causal Estimates from Kidney
Function to Psychologic Wellbeing
We performed additional summary-level MR to assess the
causality from kidney function to subjective wellbeing traits
in the utilized data. The 256 independent SNPs that showed
genome-wide significant (P,531028) associations with log-
transformed eGFR in the CKDGen dataset of European indi-
viduals were utilized as potential genetic instruments. Tomeet
the independence assumption, confounder-associated SNPs
were disregarded following the abovementioned methods. In
addition, to generate a genetic instrument for kidney function
that was associated with not only creatinine-based eGFR val-
ues but also an alternative kidney function biomarker, namely,
BUN, the summary statistics of the GWAS for BUN were
implemented as previously suggested. The SNPs with effect direc-
tions that were reversed for eGFR and BUN and had stronger as-
sociation strength than a Bonferroni-corrected level (,0.05/256)
with BUN were filtered in. The summary-level MR was per-
formed for summary statistics of the model-averaging GWAS
meta-analysis for positive affect, life satisfaction, depressive
symptoms, and neuroticism from the study, which provided
the genetic instruments for psychologic wellbeing.20 The out-
come summary statistics did not include the results from the
23andMe data due to data restrictions.

RESULTS

Clinical Characteristics of the Study Population for the
Observational Analysis
The characteristics of the 468,521 study subjects for observa-
tional investigation are described in Supplemental Table 3.
The median age of the study subjects was 58 years old, with
54.2% females and 46.7% males. Most of the individuals re-
portedmoderately happy or very happy status, withmore than
half of the subjects considering life “very much” or “ex-
tremely”meaningful. A total of 34.4% reported broad depres-
sion and a history of medical visits for depression-related
psychiatric symptoms, which was higher in females. Their
median eGFR was 91.2 ml/min per 1.73 m2, with 6.1% CKD
stage 3–5 events identified in the UK Biobank data.

Observational Association Between Psychologic
Wellbeing and CKD
Patients’ age and sex were strongly associated with their psy-
chologic wellbeing (Supplemental Table 4). In the age- and
sex-adjusted model (Table 1), those who reported general
happiness status showed approximately 35% lower odds for
CKD stage 3–5 when compared with those whowere unhappy.
The results remained similar even after adjusting for body
mass index, hypertension, diabetes, and the number of
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household members. Those who considered their own life to
be “very” or “extremely” meaningful showed approximately
17% lower odds for CKD in the multivariable model than the
others. Those who reported broad depression or neuroticism
scores $5 had approximately 11% or 13% higher adjusted
odds for CKD in the multivariable model than those with
better psychologic wellbeing.

Genetic Instrument for Psychologic Wellbeing Spectra
After excluding possible confounder-associated SNPs
(Supplemental Table 5), the independent SNPs (500-kb win-
dow, r2 , 0.1) with Bonferroni-corrected significant level
association (P,131028) with each psychologic wellbeing di-
mension were filtered in. The summary statistics of the main
genetic instrument for positive affect (102 SNPs), life satisfac-
tion (76 SNPs), depressive symptoms (125 SNPs), and neu-
roticism (133 SNPs) are presented in Supplemental Table 6.

Summary-level MR Results
In the summary-level MR (Figure 2, Table 2, Supplemental
Figure 1) conducted with the inverse variance weighted
method, genetically predicted positive affect was associated
with a lower risk of CKD. In contrast, depressive symptoms
showed significant causal estimates toward a higher risk for
CKD. With the SNPs and Bonferroni-corrected association
level significance (P,131028), the causal estimates from de-
pressive symptoms to CKD risk were supported by the utilized
sensitivity analysis results, including the MR-Egger, weighted
median, simple median, and MR-PRESSO results. However,
only the MR-PRESSO analysis yielded significant causal esti-
mates from positive affect to a lower risk for CKD. Otherwise,
the causal estimates from life satisfaction or neuroticism were

found to be nonsignificant by the inverse variance weighted
method.

When we filtered the SNPs with stronger associations
(P,1310210) with the exposures (Supplemental Table 7),
the inverse variance weightedmethod again yielded significant
causal estimates from positive affect to a lower risk for CKD,
and from depressive symptoms to a higher risk for CKD. The
simple-median, weighted-median, and MR-PRESSO results
were significant, as the main findings for genetically predicted
positive affect being associated with a lower risk for CKD.
Although the causal estimates by MR-Egger regression did
not reach a statistically significant level, the MR-Egger inter-
cept P value indicated the absence of significant directional
pleiotropy, supporting the causal estimates from the inverse
variance weighted method. In this analysis, causal estimates
from depressive symptoms to a higher risk for CKD were sup-
ported by median-based methods, with the results of the
MR-Egger test for directional pleiotropy indicating the ab-
sence of a significant pleiotropic effect.

For eGFR outcome (Figure 2, Table 3, and Supplemental
Figure 1), the inverse variance weighted method showed ge-
netically predicted positive affect to be associated with higher
eGFR values. However, the pleiotropy-robust sensitivity MR
analysis results did not support the finding as theMR-PRESSO
results did. Genetically predicted depressive symptoms were
significantly associated with lower eGFR values by the inverse
variance weighted, MR-Egger regression, and MR-PRESSO
methods. Again, the causal estimates from life satisfaction or
neuroticism did not reach a significant level.

When the SNPs with higher association strength
(P,1310210) were utilized (Supplemental Table 8), the
causal estimates from depressive symptoms to a lower eGFR

Table 1. Observational association between psychologic wellbeing and odds of CKD stage 3–5 in the UK Biobank

Exposure
N with

Exposure
N with CKD and

Proportion

Age,- Sex-AdjustedModel Multivariable Model

Adjusted OR
(95% CI)

P
adjusted OR
(95% CI)

P

General happiness
Moderately, very, or extremely

happy
138,686 5404 (3.9%) 0.65 (0.58 to 0.73) ,0.001 0.71 (0.63 to 0.80) ,0.001

Moderately, very, or extremely
unhappy

8201 347 (4.2%) Reference reference

Belief that own life is meaningful
Very or an extreme amount 94,812 3601 (3.8%) 0.83 (0.78 to 0.88) ,0.001 0.87 (0.82 to 0.92) ,0.001
Amoderate amount, a little, or not at

all
49,374 2034 (4.1%) reference reference

Broad depression
Presence of broad depression 161,349 10,484 (6.5%) 1.22 (1.19 to 1.26) ,0.001 1.11 (1.09 to 1.15) ,0.001
Absence of broad depression 307,172 18,090 (5.9%) reference reference

Neuroticism
Neuroticism score $5 153,918 9137 (5.9%) 1.21 (1.17 to 1.24) ,0.001 1.13 (1.10 to 1.16) ,0.001
Neuroticism score ,5 221,582 12,882 (5.8%) reference reference

The multivariable model was adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and number of household members. The complete-case
multivariable analysis was performed for 145,443 individuals with general happiness exposure (5663 patients with CKD), 142,784 individuals with meaningful life
exposure (5549 patients with CKD), 458,965 individuals with broad depression exposure (27,631 patients with CKD), and 369,575 individuals with neuroticism
exposure (21,363 patients with CKD), respectively, without any missing information in the covariates. OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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values were significant according to the inverse variance
weighted method, as supported by the median-based and
MR-PRESSO results. Although the MR-Egger regression re-
sult did not reach a significant level, the absence of directional
pleiotropy was supported by the MR-Egger intercept P value.
For the SNPs with P,1310210 for the association for each
type of wellbeing, genetically predicted positive affect was no
longer significantly associated with a higher eGFR, and the
findings for life satisfaction or neuroticism exposure remained
to be nonsignificant.

Additional Sensitivity Analysis for Summary-level MR
In an additional sensitivity analysis, the causal estimates made
by the summary-level MR showed similar findings as themain
results, even after ranges of P value thresholds were applied
for wellbeing sense to define the genetic instruments
(Supplemental Table 9). The findings suggested that geneti-
cally predicted depressive symptoms were associated with a

higher risk of CKD or lower eGFR, and genetically predicted
positive symptoms were associated with a lower risk of CKD
when the conventional genome-wide significance level
(P,531028) or a different threshold P,131029 was applied
and the number of variants utilized as the genetic instruments
was changed.

Allele Score–based MR Results
In the allele score–based MR in the UK Biobank, genetically
predicted positive affect or life satisfaction was significantly as-
sociated with higher eGFR change (Table 4 and Figure 2). In
contrast, genetically predicted depressive symptoms or neurot-
icism were significantly associated with eGFR decrease. The re-
sults remained significant even when we additionally adjusted
clinical covariates including hypertension, diabetes, body mass
index, income grades, and number of household members.

For CKD outcome, genetically predicted positive affect was
significantly associated with lower risk of CKD, whereas other
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Figure 2. MR analysis results indicated the causal linkage between dimensions of psychologic wellbeing and kidney function. The
summary statistics for eGFR and CKD outcomes were introduced from the CKDGen GWAS meta-analysis. The effect sizes in the
summary-level MR were from the genetic predisposition to a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-
analysis setting phenotype variance to 1. The presented causal estimates from the summary-level MR analysis are from multiplicative
random-effect inverse variance weighted method. The effect sizes of the allele score–based MR was similarly scaled to sum of the betas
with the unit of a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis setting phenotype variance to 1. The
allele score–based MR analysis results are from the covariate-adjusted logistic regression model including age, sex, the first 10 genetic
principal components, body mass index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, income grade, and number of household members. The unit
of the eGFR outcome was % change, calculated from the log-transformed eGFR values. Cr, creatinine; CI, confidence interval; OR,
odds ratio.
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three wellbeing senses did not show significant association.
After adjusting clinical covariates, genetically predicted posi-
tive affect and life satisfaction was significantly associated with
lower risk of CKD, whereas higher allele scores for neuroti-
cism were associated with higher risks of CKD. In contrast,
genetically predicted depressive symptoms did not show a sig-
nificant association with CKD risks, although the direction
of the association from a higher allele score for depressive
symptoms was toward a higher risk of CKD.

Causal Estimates from Kidney Function to Psychologic
Wellbeing
The genetic instrument for kidney function included 30 SNPs
present in the summary statistics for psychologic wellbeing
with a genome-wide significant association with eGFR, and
with a strong and relevant association with BUN levels but not
with possible confounders (Supplemental Table 10). The
summary-level MR did not yield significant causal estimates
from kidney function to dimensions of psychologic wellbeing,
and these findings were similar to the results from the utilized
sensitivity MR methods (Table 5).

DISCUSSION

In summary-level MR with the CKDGen data, depressive
symptomwas a significant causative factor for kidney function
impairment and the causal estimates were supported by

pleiotropy-robust sensitivity analysis results. A genetic predis-
position for positive affect was significantly associated with
better kidney function and sensitivity MR analysis results sup-
ported the finding to CKD outcome, but was nonsignificant to
eGFR. Other psychologic wellbeing senses observationally as-
sociated with CKD (e.g., life satisfaction or neuroticism) did
not show significant causal estimates for CKD or eGFR in the
CKDGen data. In the UK Biobank with covariate-adjusted
allele score MR analysis, allele scores for positive affect and
life satisfaction were causally associated with reduced risk of
CKD and higher eGFR. In contrast, neuroticism allele score
was associated with increased risk of CKD and lower eGFR,
and depressive symptom allele score was associated with lower
eGFR, but showed nonsignificant association with CKD.
Overall, our study results demonstrated that psychologic
wellbeing sense is causally linked to kidney function.

Along with previous reports showing a high prevalence of
psychologic discomfort and impaired quality of life in patients
with CKD,5 an association between psychologic wellbeing and
the risk of kidney function impairment has been suggested. A
study including patients with diabetes mellitus suggested the
presence of depression was a risk factor for incident CKD.8

Another study including patients with CKD showed that de-
pression is associated with a higher risk of accelerated kidney
function decline.7 Additional study was necessary to investi-
gate whether actual causality is present in dimensions of psy-
chologic wellbeing on the risk of kidney function impairment,
but a clinical trial with interventions for patients’ subjective

Table 2. Summary-level MR results for the causal estimates from psychologic wellbeing on risk of CKD in the CKDGen data

Genetically
Predicted
Exposure

N of
Instrumented

SNPs

Cochran’s Q
Statistics PValue

MR-Egger
Pleiotropy
Test P Value

MR Method
OR (CKD) (95%
Confidence
Interval)a

P

Positive affect 102 0.001 0.23 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 0.69 (0.52 to 0.91) 0.008
MR-Egger 0.34 (0.10 to 1.11) 0.08
Weighted median 0.81 (0.57 to 1.16) 0.25
Simple median 0.73 (0.52 to 1.03) 0.07
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNPs) 0.72 (0.55 to 0.94) 0.02

Life satisfaction 76 0.01 0.05 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 0.77 (0.57 to 1.04) 0.09
MR-Egger 0.16 (0.03 to 0.79) 0.03
Weighted median 0.84 (0.57 to 1.22) 0.36
Simple median 0.90 (0.62 to 1.29) 0.56
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNPs) 0.82 (0.60 to 1.13) 0.18

Depressive
symptom

125 ,0.001 0.07 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 1.45 (1.07 to 1.96) 0.02
MR-Egger 5.21 (1.26 to 21.62) 0.02
Weighted median 1.54 (1.07 to 2.22) 0.02
Simple median 1.50 (1.03 to 2.18) 0.03
MR-PRESSO (identified 0 outlier SNPs) NA NA

Neuroticism 133 ,0.001 0.11 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 1.16 (0.96 to 1.41) 0.12
MR-Egger 2.46 (0.97 to 6.26) 0.06
Weighted median 1.15 (0.91 to 1.47) 0.24
Simple median 1.08 (0.85 to 1.37) 0.53
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNP) 1.13 (0.94 to 1.36) 0.20

IVW, inverse variance weighted.
aThe effect sizes were from the genetic predisposition scaled to a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis setting phe-
notype variance to 1.
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wellbeing is difficult to perform. With the benefit of recently
utilized MR analysis, which can demonstrate “causal” effects
by implementing genetic instruments, we showed that certain
dimensions of psychologic wellbeing may causally affect
kidney function. Thus, our study encourages health care pro-
viders to pay attention to psychologic wellbeing when assess-
ing or managing individuals with regard to their risk of kidney
function impairment.

MR requires the following assumptions to be met to dem-
onstrate causal effects.10 First, the relevance assumption is that
the genetic instrument should be strongly associated with the
exposure of interest. We implemented the findings from a pre-
vious study that robustly identified SNPs that were strongly
related to the psychologic wellbeing dimensions by joint
analysis of multiple cohorts reporting genetic information
explaining the largest degree of variance for the complex phe-
notypical wellbeing dimension to date. Second, the indepen-
dence assumption is that the utilized genetic instrument
should be independent from confounders. We used a large
number of SNPs to genetically explain the partial variance of
the complex psychologic wellbeing exposures; however, such
an approach may increase possibility of heterogeneity or hor-
izontal pleiotropy. We made efforts to investigate pleiotropy-
robust causal estimates by excluding the genetic variants
associated with potential confounders and by performing

sensitivity MR analyses that also gave supportive results for
depressive symptoms and positive affect exposures in the
summary-level MR. Last, the exclusion restriction assumption
is that the genetic instrument should affect the risk of the dis-
ease of interest through the exposure trait. Although a direct
test for this assumption is not possible, the median-based MR
sensitivity analysis eases this assumption for up to half of the
genetic instruments, and yielded supportive causal estimates in
part of the results. Therefore, through MR, our study results
suggest the presence of causal effects of certain dimensions of
psychologic wellbeing on kidney function.

Whether the risk of kidney function impairment can be
improved through modification of psychologic wellbeing
should be answered in a future clinical trial, which would
further confirm the clinical implications of our findings. Being
engaged in favorable health behaviors in those with good psy-
chologic wellbeing has been considered a cause of the health
effects of wellbeing.39,40 In addition, a prior study suggested
that psychologic symptoms may directly affect one’s sympa-
thetic nervous system41 or metabolic health,42,43 resulting in
better health outcomes. Considering the possible mechanisms
and our study results, psychologic wellbeing may be a target-
able factor for interventions to ameliorate the burden of kid-
ney function impairment. Additionally, screening psychologic
wellbeing status may be considered in those at risk of kidney

Table 3. Summary-level MR results for the causal estimates from psychologic wellbeing on eGFR change (%) in the
CKDGen data

Genetically
Predicted
Exposure

N of SNPs of
the Genetic
Instrument

Cochran’s Q
Statistics P

Value

MR-Egger
Pleiotropy
Test P Value

MR Method
Beta (eGFR change, %)

(95% Confidence
Interval)a

P

Positive affect 102 ,0.001 0.83 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 1.50 (0.09 to 2.93) 0.04
MR-Egger 2.18 (23.86 to 8.59) 0.49
Weighted median 20.03 (21.45 to 1.41) 0.97
Simple median 0.61 (20.86 to 2.11) 0.42
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNPs) 1.35 (0.01 to 2.71) 0.05

Life satisfaction 76 ,0.001 0.04 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 1.25 (20.30 to 2.83) 0.11
MR-Egger 10.14 (1.54 to 19.46) 0.02
Weighted median 0.77 (20.74 to 2.31) 0.32
Simple median 0.74 (20.70 to 2.21) 0.32
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNPs) 1.12 (20.23 to 2.49) 0.11

Depressive
symptom

125 ,0.001 0.001 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 22.18 (23.61 to 20.72) 0.003
MR-Egger 212.33 (218.06 to 2

6.20)
,0.001

Weighted median 21.27 (22.80 to 0.29) 0.11
Simple median 21.35 (22.84 to 0.17) 0.08
MR-PRESSO (identified 0 outlier SNPs) 21.78 (23.09 to 20.45) 0.01

Neuroticism 133 ,0.001 0.02 Multiplicative random-effect IVW 20.88 (21.87 to 0.13) 0.09
MR-Egger 26.48 (210.87 to 2

1.87)
0.007

Weighted median 20.71 (21.68 to 0.27) 0.15
Simple median 20.67 (21.65 to 0.32) 0.18
MR-PRESSO (identified 1 outlier SNP) 20.85 (21.73 to 0.05) 0.07

IVW, inverse variance weighted.
aThe effect sizes were from the genetic predisposition scaled to a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis setting phe-
notype variance to 1.
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function impairment and with consideration for early inter-
vention. Conversely, clinicians may consider monitoring kid-
ney function in those with depressive symptoms, because the
risk of kidney function impairment may be higher in those

with such negative psychologic wellbeing. The above sugges-
ted clinical implications support the possible benefits of mul-
tidisciplinary care, including psychologic assessment and
interventions in the nephrology field.44,45

Table 4. Causal estimates from individual-level data from allele score–based MR in the UK Biobank

Outcome
Genetically Predicted

Exposure

Age, Sex, and Principal Components
Adjusteda

Additional Covariate
Adjustedb

OR (CKD) or Beta (eGFR) (95%CI)c P OR (CKD) or Beta (eGFR) (95%CI)c P

CKD Positive affect 0.71 (0.56 to 0.90) 0.004 0.65 (0.49 to 0.85) 0.002
Life satisfaction 0.83 (0.63 to 1.10) 0.19 0.66 (0.48 to 0.90) 0.01

Depressive symptoms 1.16 (0.90 to 1.51) 0.26 1.28 (0.95 to 1.73) 0.11
Neuroticism 1.14 (0.97 to 1.35) 0.11 1.28 (1.06 to 1.56) 0.01

eGFR (% change) Positive affect 1.59 (0.73 to 2.46) ,0.001 2.01 (1.12 to 2.91) ,0.001
Life satisfaction 1.32 (0.33 to 2.33) 0.009 2.27 (1.24 to 3.32) ,0.001

Depressive symptoms 21.24 (22.16 to 20.30) 0.01 21.92 (22.86 to 20.97) ,0.001
Neuroticism 20.86 (21.44 to 20.28) 0.004 21.18 (21.77 to 20.58) ,0.001

aThe causal estimates from themain analysis were derived from the logistic or linear regressionmodel adjusted for age, sex, genotypemeasurement batch, and the
first 10 principal components of the genetic information. The analysis was performed in 321,024 White British ancestry individuals (19,561 patients with CKD)
passing quality control filter with available eGFR values.
bThe phenotypical body mass index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, income grade, and number of household members were added to the adjustment variables.
The analysis was performed in 273,910 individuals (15,374 patients with CKD) with nonmissing information in the covariates.
cThe effect sizes are from the allele scores summing the betas scaled to a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis setting
phenotype variance to 1.

Table 5. Summary-level MR results for the causal estimates of kidney function on psychologic wellbeing spectra

Outcome
N of SNPs of the

Genetic Instrument
Cochran’s Q

Statistics P Value
MR-Egger Pleiotropy

Test P Value
MR Method

Beta (95%
Confidence Interval)a

P

Positive affect 30 0.03 0.10 Multiplicative random-
effect IVW

0.02 (20.15 to 0.20) 0.79

MR-Egger 0.49 (20.07 to 1.05) 0.10
Weighted median 0.08 (20.12 to 0.29) 0.41
Simple median 0.02 (20.19 to 0.24) 0.83
MR-PRESSO (identified
0 outlier SNPs)

NA NA

Life satisfaction 30 0.24 0.16 Multiplicative random-
effect IVW

0.07 (20.12 to 0.26) 0.45

MR-Egger 0.49 (20.10 to 1.08) 0.12
Weighted median 0.13 (20.11 to 0.37) 0.29
Simple median 0.06 (20.18 to 0.31) 0.62
MR-PRESSO (identified
0 outlier SNPs)

NA NA

Depressive
symptom

30 0.02 0.06 Multiplicative random-
effect IVW

20.02 (20.15 to 0.12) 0.82

MR-Egger 20.43 (20.87 to 0.01) 0.07
Weighted median 20.08 (20.25 to 0.09) 0.37
Simple median 20.02 (20.18 to 0.14) 0.34
MR-PRESSO (identified 1
outlier SNPs)

20.04 (20.16 to 0.09) 0.54

Neuroticism 30 0.02 0.08 Multiplicative random-
effect IVW

20.03 (20.25 to 0.18) 0.76

MR-Egger 20.66 (21.36 to 0.05) 0.08
Weighted median 20.11 (20.36 to 0.14) 0.39
Simple median 20.03 (20.28 to 0.23) 0.82
MR-PRESSO (identified 1
outlier SNPs)

20.07 (20.27 to 0.13) 0.49

aThe effect sizes are from the genetic predisposition for a log-transformed eGFR to the summary statistics for the wellbeing dimensions reporting effects sizes in
units toward a z score in the previous model-averaging genome-wide association meta-analysis setting phenotype variance to 1.
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Some of the results from our MR investigation need addi-
tional explanations. First, in the summary-level MR, some
causal estimates from sensitivity MRmethods were nonsignif-
icant. MR-Egger regression yields pleiotropy-robust causal es-
timates and provides a test for directional pleiotropy by the
MR-Egger intercept.30 However, the method has weak statis-
tical power, particularly when the number of instrumented
SNPs decreases, and can still be biased, as inflated type 1 error,
if the untestable INstrument Strength Independent of Direct
Effect (InSIDE) assumption is violated, which occurs when a
group of instruments act through pleiotropic pathways.46 The
simple or weighted median method can provide consistent
causal estimates, allowing up to half of invalid variants or
contributed weights, and even when violating the InSIDE as-
sumption or other main MR assumptions.26 In our results,
MR-Egger regression indicated significant causal estimates
from positive affect or depressive symptoms when the possi-
bility of directional pleiotropy remained, further supporting
the presence of causal effects of psychologic wellbeing on kid-
ney function. In patients of nonsignificant causal estimates by
MR-Egger regression, which might have been related to the
method’s weak statistical power, the MR-Egger test for direc-
tional pleiotropy indicated nonsignificant pleiotropy, also
supporting the causal estimates by the inverse variance
weighted method. However, whether the InSIDE assumption
was met could still be questioned, particularly under condi-
tions with nonzero MR-Egger intercepts and with nonsignif-
icant results by the median-based methods. However, the
simple or weighted median methods also yielded significant
causal estimates in certain investigations, and the inverse var-
iance weighted method showed significant results when re-
ducing the number of SNPs with a decreased possibility of
horizontal pleiotropy, supporting that the suggested causal
effects are not the findings from type 1 error. The complexity
in psychologic wellbeing exposures, which is only partially
explained by the genetic information and difficulty in objec-
tively measuring such phenotypes, may be the reason some
analyses have shown marginal statistical power with the
genetic instrument in several investigations (e.g., weak instru-
ment bias). The issue of the remaining possibility of direc-
tional pleiotropy or weak instrument bias in our MR investi-
gation should be noted. Next, along with the abovementioned
limitation of the utilized genetic instrument, although the
instrument genetically explained the largest degree of psycho-
logic wellbeing to date, the null findings from life satisfaction
and neuroticism in the summary-level MR are not conclusive.
Considering that types of psychologic wellbeing are closely
correlated clinically and genetically,20 the causal effects might
have been less apparent in the statistical analyses because of the
weak instrument bias.

There were some differences in the results from the
CKDGen data and the UK Biobank. The differences in findings
potentially originated from the differences in the population’s
genetic structure, the proportion of CKD events affected by
one’s wellbeing sense, or the population’s socioeconomic or

clinical characteristics. In addition, along with the possibility
of a false-negative finding in some of the results due to weak
instruments, the allele score–basedMR results should be inter-
preted with caution as the possibility of a false-positive finding
remains because the analysis cannot detect a directional pleio-
tropic effect.34

The reverse-direction MR implied that kidney function
may not have significant causal effects on psychologic well-
being in the general population within the utilized data.
However, considering a certain diseased state may cause im-
pairment in psychologic wellbeing, the null results may be due
to the heterogeneous nature of the phenotyping for the psy-
chologic wellbeing dimension in the utilized summary statis-
tics. Additionally, because the genetic instrument for kidney
function in our investigation may hardly capture the signals
from profound kidney dysfunction or acute kidney injury, the
causal effects from such severe kidney function impairment
on psychologic wellbeing cannot be investigated in this study.

There are several limitations and unanswered questions in
our study. First, the study does not confirm whether directly
treating poor wellbeing would lower the risk of CKD (e.g., by
treating depression), because psychologic wellbeing is a mix-
ture of health dimensions. Such a question should be answered
by a future clinical trial targeting subjective wellbeing, and the
mechanism for the benefits of positive wellbeing on kidney
function warrants additional study. Second, because MR anal-
yses generally provide qualitative evidence for the directions of
the causal effects, the magnitude of the potential clinical effect
of subjective wellbeing on kidney function may be different
from the genetic effect sizes.47 Moreover, heterogeneous phe-
notyping methods for wellbeing dimensions additionally limit
the quantitative interpretation of the study and might have
caused weak instrument bias in some of the sensitivity MR
investigations. Third, the exposures tested in this study are
subjective terms that may not be similarly applied to certain
individuals (e.g., someone feeling a sense of wellbeing from
dangerous social or medical behavior). Thus, clinicians should
carefully evaluate subjective psychologic wellbeing on the basis
of an individual’s condition. Fourth, the study is mainly on the
basis of the general population, so whether the findings can be
applied to those with severe illness or established CKD is not
certain. Last, the study mainly included data from individuals
of European ancestry; thus, the generalizability of the findings
is not secured for individuals of other ethnicities.

In conclusion, this MR analysis generally supports that
psychologic wellbeing can have a causal effect on kidney
health. Health care providers in the nephrology field should
be aware of the causal linkage between psychologic wellbeing
and kidney function.
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